Check off list for Autoclave

Adding a additional Autoclave

* Each autoclave must be run on its own designated electric circuit. The doctor must hire an electrician.
* Look at the space make sure it will fit is there a upper cabinet?
* Is the office ever going to use Cassettes? 11 in chamber for busy office 2-3 hyg. 9 in chamber for smaller offices.
* Voltage look to see if they use 110 or 220. Most times 110 but just check.
* Check Ultrasonic size
* Dirty Electricity, with new electronics need a Buck Booster (get from electrician).
* Distilled Water Increase (consider a distiller or a filter system)
* Statim and M3 requires a drain area or system to drain.

Replacing a Autoclave

* Make sure the new system will fit where the old one is located, Is there a cabinet above.
* Statim and M3 requires a drain area. Vista Cool
* Check Electrical plug 110 or 220 Dirty Electricity

Tuttnauer has 4 types of autoclaves from Automatic, Manual to ValuKlave to Pre/Post vacuum